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Presentation Notes
How did I develop the confidence, competencies, and creativity for leadership?  From my perch—unpack why data is so important for Latina leaders to understand and use?  What advice would you give to a Latina aspiring to move into leadership?“Make the road by walking it”—Paolo Freire (also, Pedagogy of the Oppressed)Power is not power if someone gives it to us—(Asn twist:  need to grab power together)We make the road by walking it…learning about it, practicing it, embodying it.
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Prior to coming to ATS,20 years at institution: My road included several positions at the same institution.First three roles were at seminary:  started as student employee (MDiv)After 8 years, moved to several director roles in university:  first, as director in Office of Diversity for 3 yearsJust before ATS, moving into academic deanship of seminaryShare a couple reflections on my leadership road:“Money talks”  provide glimpse into earning potential and relative “value” of each positionSalary up-bumps  slight increases in two places (when asked to direct new Worship Leadership program—originally, a staff position—I counter-proposed, arguing that degree program needs credibility of faculty status;Second:  with re-org and new boss, proposed employment security and advocacy to apply for promotion to assoc professor rank…unusual bc “administrative faculty”)Largest salary increase  recruited to move from seminary to university (i.e., administrative leadership position)…nearly doubled salary!  Always kept a foot in seminary…*Journey not without heartache:  passed up for promotion/significant leadership roles, and intentional but unsuccessful attempts at slander by Queen Bees, King Cobras, chilly climate, microaggressions, etc. etc. (we all have experienced).Had to develop courage to take actions in strategic spots (lots of practice!), but there also were moments when mentors stood in for me…and when potential advocates didn’t.Will return to this laterNow, in my post at ATS—enjoy immense privilege, as Director of Research.Deference:  people stand up to greet me  “ATS”; listen to what I have to sayDecision-making power:  What does we at ATS say is important?  Whose roads do we highlight?
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Example of how this happens:Knowledge is power    Unique knowledge is ultra power (i.e., knowledge little known to others)In my position  make decisions on what data is available AND the way data can be accessed.  UNIQUE knowledge  ULTRA powerTrends—everyone believes this is important, but…Patterns—what seems to be related to what?  What factors predict X (success as a leader, satisfaction)?Looking at patterns   inequities because of lack of access, generational advantages  (ATS Data Visualization)HC Enrollment by Category:  Race/Ethnicity  HispanicGrowth—in every area…except Advanced Research (Identify gap  Why? Why does it matter?)Must disaggregate the data:  never be satisfied with the aggregate (whole); take it apart:  Who says what?  (ATS Strategic Priorities)

https://www.ats.edu/Data-Visualization
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ATS asked membership:  what should be the priorities of the Association?Rank 6 high-level categoriesThese were priorities according to “All”; Redeveloping Standards, at the top.Disaggregated the data  separated out who respondedMen and women:  “all” largely influenced by high numbers of men; note where “attention to issues of diversity” landed for womenRacial/ethnic respondents (of color):  2nd!***Very different sets of priorities, depending on who gets to be highlighted.  If only look at the whole, won’t see underlying patterns.(To ATS board) Which ATS are you setting strategic priorities for?
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***Never be satisfied with the aggregate; always ask for data to be disaggregated.

https://www.ats.edu/Data-Visualization
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So, share some advice from my road to yours.Study of ATS women in leadership  found a couple things that presidents differed from those who had never held senior leadership role.#1—Understand Structural ChallengesIn terms of significant obstacles to advancing women in leadership, Presidents rated a lack of awareness of how sexism operates far more frequently than non-senior leaders.  [Among non-presidents, only 2 out of 10 marked as top factor]Sexism, racism, other –isms manifest in many ways, on many levels:Glass cliff  being placed in situations that set you up to failAsymmetrical expectations of men and women leaders  asked to do hospitality tasks that men aren’t, lead in more caring/nurturing way; many others (particularly Latinas and Asn women)Prove-it-again bias  leadership value based on proof rather than potential; studies show men’s leadership value is based on their potential before they’ve led, and women’s leadership value is based on proving their abilities after they’ve led.  Then, even after proven, when move to new context  have to prove again (my road)
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“Prove-it-again bias”  even when women have made great achievements,	in new context, almost starting all over againRecall earlier:  “Journey not without heartache”One story:Keep in mind, takes place during this time (reveal “director” underscore on slide); Story:  we were all sitting around the table (20) in fac mtg; someone walks in,	announces they finally located the person to fill the intern position at one regional center (long search)…	  she apparently an “exceptional hire”—great people skills, well-qualified, very friendly, wiz at organization;	a male faculty colleague, sitting two seats to my right, leans back, gets my attention, and enthusiastically concludes in all seriousness, “Is it you?”  (I was already a director!)Another male director kept trying to recruit me to be his intern…”You’ll be so great!  The students will love you!”  These “loving” encouragements about my competence were meant to be positive judgments  …but what did they expose about my colleagues’ underlying assumptions of my potential for upper-level leadership?  (click)…and what did my accomplishments (creating a new degree from scratch—an integrative degree, ahead of its time) mean to them?***Need to prove…and prove it again and again.  Leadership value is not assumed, the way it is for men.
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How does sexism operate?Sexism, racism, other –isms manifest in many ways, on many levels:Policies and practices that unevenly eliminate women from candidate pools during search process, even when practices aren’t linked to leader effectivenessMany many more (gender tax, unremunerated work, excessive emotional labor required of women, “work” wivery)…read occasional papers issue on women in leadership (from ATS)
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#2—Study LeadershipAnother area from research where found Presidents differ significantly from non-senior leaders—did their own study.Read about leadership, take courses, do own observation (successful and failing orgs), find patterns.(Even if systemic challenges keep you from being tapped for leadership  when opp arises, you will be ready.)**In my own leadership, found helpful to think in terms of organizational frames.**Many models available; have found Lee Bolman & Terrence Deal’s understanding quite useful (Reframing Organizations)	                     ….way of analyzing how orgs function, decision-making, good leadershipMay already be familiar…BRIEF EXPLANATION OF 4 FRAMES—caveat:  not any one frame is sufficient; these are not the only frames   (Handout)Structural:  most common for orgs; emphasis on rules/policies, setting goals, roles/responsibilities, division of labor, chain-of-command      responsibility & authorityHuman Resources:  emphasize interdependence between people and organization, focusing on individuals’ needs, skills, values…how they fit mission of organization; leadership here stresses motivation…and avoiding alienation; get right people on bus, figure out right seat.Political:  see power, conflict, and distribution of scarce resources as central issues; navigating, bargaining, negotiation, compromise are common strategiesSymbolic:  focus on problems of meaning; leaders in this frame leverage the power of symbol/language; solutions dominated by rituals, ceremonies, stories, images and metaphorsThese are not the only frames, but helpful start. **Bottom line:  be aware of own tendencies—overly depending on one; or org tends to see issues through only one lenslearn to analyze/operate out of multiple frames; better equipped to identify solution to match issue that’s presenting
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That’s a bit about my road—how I got there.  Why I rely on data and disaggregating data.  Two pieces of advice to aspiring leaders of color.We make the road by walking it!—Learn the road, practice what you learn, take hold of your power, then share it with others.
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